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This PhD has gradually grown out of a bundle of various publications, both in the past 
and still forthcoming at the time of this writing. The original separate articles are 
thoroughly rewritten as book chapters that try to tell a consistent story about regional 
and spatial modelling. This was not an easy task but all articles have improved 
substantially and in some cases will not even be recognized anymore when compared 
with the original work. I would specifically like to thank my promotor Jan Oosterhaven 
because a large part of this achievement is thanks to his ever-critical comments and 
continuing support during the process of writing this book. 
 
A full version of this PhD was finished a few years ago waiting for a final revision for 
which I could not find the time and inspiration. I am deeply grateful for the enthusiasm 
and support of my late beloved wife Katrin, who inspired me to enter the last round 
again. She has not been able to experience the publication of the book but my dearest 
thoughts are with her today. 
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